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CAST:
ATHENA FARIS &VERRONICAKIREI

EMMASTARLETTO&NATALIAQUEEN
MORGANRAIN& SCARLIT SCANDAL

SAVANNAHSIXX&VERONICAVALENTINE

CAST:
ALEXCOAL&KENZIETAYLOR
AVI LOVE&VIOLET STARR

DANADEARMOND&WINTER JADE
ELIZA IBARRA& INDIA SUMMER



CAST:
ABIGAILMAC&BRIDGETTE B

DAISY STONE&KENZIEMADISON
JILLIAN JANSON&MEGANHOLLY
KITMERCER&WHITNEYWRIGHT

CAST:
ABIGAILMAC&SERENE SIREN
DAPHNEDARE&KARLAKUSH
DIANAGRACE&AUDREYMILES
LAUREN PHILLIPS&KATIE KUSH



CAST:
JANETMASONWITH:BRANDI LOVE,

DIAMOND JACKSON,ANDYSANDIMAS
APRILO’NEIL, PRINZZESS

EVIE DELATOSSO,RANE REVERE
CHARLIE JAMES

CAST:
EVA LONGWITH: JUDY JOLIE,CORINNABLAKE,

HOLLYHENDRIX,CAROLINA SWEETS,
VIOLET RAIN, ELIZA IBARRA,LACY LENNON

ARIELLA FERRERA



CAST:
ADRIANHUSH, JADEKUSH,ALANACRUISE,HONEYGOLD,
SARAH JESSIE,VICTORIA JUNE,PRINZZESS,ZOEYMONROE,
JULIAANN,SHYLA JENNINGS, INDIA SUMMER,TANYATATE,

LENA PAUL,MEGANSAGE,AIDENASHLEY,BELLE NOIRE,ANITA

DARK, INDIA SUMMER, JENNA SATIVA, LENANICOLE

CAST:
ADRIANNA LUNA - JACKY JOY,AUGUSTAMES - IVY JONES,
AIDEN STARR - PENNY PAX,BELLE NOIRE - LILY LOVE,KISSA
SINS - PRINZZESS, JULIETTEMARCH -MAGGIEMAYHEM,
GRACIEMAYGREEN -MILANAMAY,LEXI LUNA - SHAE

CELESTINE,MANDYARMANI - SOPHIA JADE, JESSIEANDREWS
- PENNY PAX
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CRISIS HELP & RESOURCES

Need help or simply someone to talk to?

Visit the Crisis Help and Resources page on the

Girlfriends Films News Blog

http://www.girlfriendsfilmsnews.com/crisis-help-and-resources-for-performers/

http://www.girlfriendsfilmsnews.com/crisis-help-and-resources-for-performers/


Ms. Mac is back! And better than ever, starring in two new
releases from director B. Skow. See Abigail Mac paired with
Serene Siren in Lesbian Seductions 68 AND with Bridgette B
in Bad Lesbian 11.

AbigailMac Returns



Have you ever been playing a game, whether a
video game, board game, poker game, or other
such activity - and completely lost your cool?
Perhaps it was because someone cheated, or had
“aim-bot”, which turned you into a sore loser. Even
the utmost levelheaded human can suffer from
“frustration-fury” after losing an important game.
These impulsive rage sessions happen most
notoriously when playing online video games with
other people. On such games, most likely with
people from all over the world, there is often a ton
of smack-talk meant to get the other players
irrationally upset. Some users will try to find
triggers and taunt players maniacally; while others
are purely outraged they’ve lost because they felt
like they deserved to win. No matter the case, this
type of sudden anger may be more common than
you might think within the gaming community, and
there are many clips of individuals going
completely crazy after suffering a defeat. You can
find such clips of all types of people crashing their
stuff while cussing up a storm, or punching holes
in walls, or destroying their TVs. I have personally
seen perfectly normal and chill people do this utter
flip and switch where in one moment they’re
having a blast on their games, and then the next,
they’re mad and bitter! It can be quite the
rollercoaster. Many times, after a big freak out, the
angered will determinedly get right back on that

game (after they’ve replaced anything that’s broken)
to find and annihilate those that thwarted them. It can
make you wonder, is there something about us
humans that enjoys pissing people off, alternatively
does it feel good to get mad? Or are we just used to
it and it’s become acceptable? If we continue to
subject ourselves to these forms of entertainment
and excitement, choosing them often, is it a choice
or a trend? All are much bigger existential questions
than I’m able to answer, but what I can do as a
budding writer-director, is take this topic and turn it
into a fantasy. What would happen if these gamer-
ragers were two hot girls that turned their rage into
some hot lesbian sex?! They could calm down by
sucking on each other’s breasts like pacifiers and
silence each other’s trash-talking with cunnilingus. In
the next series of movies I’m directing for Girlfriends
Films there is a scene where the stars just go
completely nuts from their defeat on a video game.
They crash and bang things around, getting into
each other’s faces. They get so turned on by passion
and rage, they channel it into their sexual abilities, as
the two try to make each other cum. There are not
many better ways to make up for a freak-out than to
get your freak on! Seems like the ultimate fix, right?
You’ll have to find out if it’s a viable way to settle a
dispute when this scene becomes available... soon
on GirlfriendsFilms.com where gaming gone wrong
ends just right.

WHEN A LOSS

BECOMES AN

UNEXPECTED GAIN

Serene Siren is a sensational lesbian adult performer who has worked for several years in the field with the industry's top models.
She is a certified personal trainer and has a B.S. in Technical Communication. From an early age she displayed a passion for
athletics, acting, singing, and modeling that has translated into a lifelong love for writing and creative entertainment geared to an
international audience. As Girlfriends Films’ contributing writer/director she aims to bring a fresh perspective to the adult industry that
will please existing members and create new fans. When not working diligently on her career, Serene considers herself a homebody
and loves to practice yoga, explore the outdoors, play drums, make music, play games, and chill with her children and pets.

LOSING A GAME DOESN’T ALWAYS HAVE TO BE DEVASTATING!
By Serene Siren



GIRLCRUSH:

HOWTO TELL

WHEN YOU

HAVE ONE

“What is considered a “girl crush” and
how can you tell if you have one?”

Have you ever wondered, “If I have a girl crush, am
I lesbian?” or “If my girlfriend is crushing on another
female does this mean she is a lesbian?” If you’re in
a phase that’s even remotely close to questioning
rather or not you like girls, these are some questions
commonly asked. Figuring out your sexuality could
be frightening, but even moreso it could be the best,
most carefree and fun thing you can do for yourself
. . . It could also be the most carefree and fun thing
you can do for a girl who already knows she likes
girls.

I didn’t come to a conscious awareness that I liked
girls until after I had been cuddling my best friend to
sleep at night, holding her hand, and having her
pressed tightly against my body as often as I could,
and as much as she wanted me too. I’m not quite
sure why these things at the time never raised the
question in my mind “do I like girls?” or why the
thought never popped up that I might be a lesbain
due to having dreams about caressing the inner
thighs of her with my tongue. I knew at the time that
I wanted to be intimate, that I needed to feel close in
a way that was more physical than it was mental,
but even with that - it still never raised the question,
“Is this a girl crush?” I just assumed when you have
a best friend it’s normal to be “intimately close”
especially if neither of you were known to be even
slightly attracted to other females.

About a year afterward, I met a girl who had no
shame or hiding who she was or what she wanted.
She was out as bi-sexual and fully proud of it. It
didn’t take much time to become close to her -
shortly announcing afterwards that she was my
“best-friend” only this time around I knew my
dreams of wanting to have her soft lips against my



skin, and my hands undressing the clothes off her body meant
something completely different: “Could I actually like girls?”
Seconds after this question was raised, my mind went back to the
memory of my last best friend and how we snuggled up in bed, face
first, nestled into each others’ chests. The occasional hand under
the back of the shirt, tracing each others’ skin just so we could feel
closer than what our bodies actually allowed us to be.

For me, having those dreams and desires about a girl showed I
was indeed having a girl crush and it was far beyond just a fun
fantasy in my head. My sexual orientation was being altered into
something more than just the idea of being with another woman.
Having a girl crush doesn’t mean you’re gay; having a girlcrush can
simply mean you just like what you like and there is nothing past
that. It’s much easier to figure that crush out when you know the
other person is also in a position to feel the same. So talk about it,
act on it, have fun with it. Nothing can be sweeter than having a
fantasy of two females (one of them being yourself) come to life,
even if you decide it isn’t your everyday life.

- S. Tylene

S.Tylene is a 26 year old, out and proud lesbian who was born and raised in Los Angeles, California.
Identified amongst thousands of other gender-fluid millennial’s, she has attended multiple pride gatherings,
newly presented HER events – taking on a position for the Long Beach HER team, and other popular LGBT

gathering’s in the cities and different states.



FLESHBOT EXCLUSIVE WITH AUDREY MILES

See what Audrey Miles has to say about her
scene with Victoria Voxxx in WSW 169, her
role in Fit Chick Clique and more in this
Fleshbot interview with Holly Kingstown. Read
the full interview here:

Twenty Questions with Hot Porn
Starlet Audrey Miles

In this exclusive interview courtesy of XCritic, Mindi Mink reveals
intimate details of her career from start to finish with XCritic editor
Don Juan DeMarko. See the full story here:

XCritic Interview: Mindi Mink

Mindi Mink

http://straight.fleshbot.com/8498539/twenty-questions-with-hot-porn-starlet-audrey-miles
https://www.xcritic.com/columns/column.php?columnID=6158
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Find out what the experts have to say about
Girlfriends Films latest releases. Big THANK
YOU to our reviewers!

Mother Daughter Exchange Club 59

Fleshbot – Holly Kingstown’s Review

Adult DVD Talk – Captain Jack’s Review

http://straight.fleshbot.com/8501201/porn-review-girlfriends-films-mother-daughter-exchange-club-59
https://www.adultdvdtalk.com/review/women-seeking-women-169


STORIES FROM THE SET!

Giselle Palmer and more of your favorite Girlfriends
are showcased in new segments entitled Girlfriends
Films Stories – Now on our YouTube Channel!



NIGHTMOVES AWARD WINNERS ANNOUNCED!
On October 13th the NightMoves Awards took place in Tampa, Florida, and the 2019 winners were
announced. Among the list of honorees was Girlfriends Films title Women Seeking Women 164
named BEST ALL-GIRL RELEASE!

Congratulations to director Dan O’Connell, cast and crew – And a
BIG Thank you to the NightMoves Awards!

https://www.girlfriendsfilms.net/2637499/women-seeking-women-vol-164-porn-movies.html


THE GFF FORUM IS BACK!
We welcome you to join the discussion on our

Membership site by logging-in to visit our all-new
official forum for members only:

TAKE A DIP IN THE PORN POOL!
The GFF forum is better than ever! We welcome you to join the
discussion and get access to live AMA’s with your favorite

Girlfriends Films performers on our Membership site by logging-
in to visit our all-new official forum for members only:

Girlfriends Films Official Members Only Forum

Follow your Girlfriends!
For the latest news, releases, and behind the scenes stuff – Be sure
to follow Girlfriends Films on your favorite social channelsand tune

in!

Twitter Official: @GF_Films

Facebook Page: http://www.Facebook.com/LoveYourGirlfriends

https://gamma-forums.com/girlfriendsfilms/
http://www.Facebook.com/LoveYourGirlfriends


OF THE MONTH

In addition to our own original content, Girlfriends Films Distribution is proud to bring you
girl/girl and boy/girl titles from some of the biggest and best names in the adult industry.

This month we shine
the spotlight on:

Congratulations to our
Studio of the Month
PENTHOUSE! The
Penthouse DVD release
Gina Valentina’s Dirty
Lil Movie is currently
nominated in multiple
categories for the
upcoming Inked Awards.
Penthouse Magazine
was recently the subject
of media attention when
retro issues of the
publication were spotted
in Season 3 of Netflix’s
Stranger Things.


